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NB: All the titles are translated into English. 

Not all the titles are articles or studies. The titles in red are concert invitations, 
commercials, calls for projects and so on.  

Veronica Anghelescu: Pecha Kucha #7 

Pecha Kucha is a social event in which the participants must deliver a speech, using 20 images 
that stay on screen for 20 seconds each. The total time is that of 6 minutes, 40 seconds. Each 
month, this event is organized in Bucharest by Irina and Gheorghe Ionică, and all over the world 
by other teams. 

Happy Birthday, Vasile Menzel! 

The Beginning of Meridian International Festival is approaching! 

Meridian International Festival has the logo “Cardinal Points”, a logo that also represents its very 
essence. It is a Festival organized by the Romanian Section of ISCM and it takes place annually 
in December, for an entire week. 

Cristina Uruc: Aurel Stroe’s Clarinet Concerto 

Aurel Stroe’s Clarinet Concerto is one of the most outstanding and interesting contemporary 
works. Aurel Stroe is a member of the “Golden Generation” of Romanian composers; his works 
are highly original and they represent a paradigm of creation in the contemporary music realm in 
Romania. The Clarinet Concerto has been composed in 1975 and it embodies the results of his 
ethnomusicological researches while he was in Berlin. 

Diana Rotaru: InnerSound New Arts Festival 

InnerSound New Arts Festival has been conceived as an alternative to the conventional festivals 
of music. In a limited time and space, this festival has as a main goal the idea of freeing the 
public from all the prejudices created by the natural delimitation that exists in a regular concert 
hall (stage / public). 

Elena Chircev: Clarinet-mania 

The dialogue between Elena Chircev and the Romanian composer Cristian Bence-Muk reveals a 
project of high interest for the Romanian contemporary music, a project that focuses on the 
promoting of clarinet music. Co-participants in this project: Şerban Marcu, Ciprian Pop, Răzvan 
Metea. 

Doru Popovici: An Exceptional Performance 

Doru Popovici writes the chronicle of a Performance that took place at the National Opera in 
Bucharest, “Motanul Încălţat” by Cornel Trăilescu, on a libretto by Tudor Muşatescu and Nina 
Stoiceva, adapted from the story written by Charles Perrault: “Le Chat Botté” The debut of 
Mirela Zafiri and Ionuţ Hotea has been outstanding. 



George Petrovai: Gustave Flaubert or the Superb Conjunction between Documents and 
Artistic Mastering 

Gustave Flaubert is one of the most quoted and analyzed writers in the history of literature. He 
did not write much; nor did he experiment with many genres, as Balzac or Victor Hugo, or as his 
famous friend and disciple, Guy de Monpassant. His work is characterized by deepness and 
quality – the essence of true culture. 

George Anca: Portraits of Romanians Abroad 

Each last Tuesday every month, George Anca chairs an art conference in which he celebrates 
several important events in Romanian and universal culture. This month’s event is represented 
by Hegel’s commemoration and by several book and music launchings.  

Gyuris Adalbert: An Interview with Laurenţiu Cazan 

A renowned Romanian musician, Laurenţiu Cazan speaks about his early career, about how it 
started, his prizes, his first attempts to conquer the Romanian pop public, and his success in time. 
In the Romanian culture, he is known by the nickname of “the orchestra man” as he plays several 
musical instruments and also he writes and he orchestrates his own songs.  

Tatiana Scurtu Munteanu: An Interviu with Inga Ţăranu 

Inga Ţăranu is a young and talented singer who was born in Letonia and she graduated the 
Conservatory of Rome. In this interview, she tells the story of her success and of how she 
managed to see her dreams come true. 

Ion Bogdan Ştefănescu: About Tabu without Any Taboos  

In this interview with Violeta Dinescu, a Romanian composer living in Germany, Ion Bogdan 
Ştefănescu, he himself a highly appreciated Romanian artist and flute performer, unveils several 
aspects of Violeta Dinescu’s charming personality and a few secrets of her wonderful music. 

Marius Popa: The National Music Festival “God Is With Us” at Orăştie 

The annual festival of choral music “God Is With Us” takes place in December at Orăştie, one of 
the main cultural cities of Romania. The participant choirs sing in the Metropolitan Cathedral in 
Orăştie. The initiative belonged to professor Ioan Popa, he himself a composer of choral music, 
in 1990. 

Sorin Lerescu: SNR-SIMC Circles – a New Beginning 

The idea for this project was that of hosting debates, dialogues and changes of aesthetic 
experiences in the realm of art. SNR-SIMC Circles welcome all the composers, musicians, 
performers and public, inviting them to join the meetings and to learn new things about 
Romanian music. 

Mirela Zafiri: Mariana Nicolesco Master Classes, Brăila, August 1-6, 2011 

Mirela Zafiri first took part in Mariana Nicolesco’s master classes at Brăila 10 years ago, after 
graduating the National University of Music in Bucharest. Ever since then, she never misses the 



opportunity to meet the outstanding artist and singer Mariana Nicolescu, to learn from her and to 
watch her teaching the secrets of canto to all the participants at this workshop. 

Paul Leu: A Trip to Perchtoldsdorf 

Paul Leu translates into Romanian a text of a high interest written by Ciprian Porumbescu, in 
which he describes a trip to Perchtoldsdorf. This text represents a letter written by Porumbescu to 
his sister in German language. 

A Partnership with Amphiteatre Cultural Centre in Poland 

“Liviu Comes” Composition Contest 

Shaun Davey Concert at the Bucharest Philharmonic 

New Books on the Market 

 


